702 – Park Central
Terms & conditions
This promotional Competition (“Competition”) is run by Primedia Broadcasting Proprietary
Limited (Registration Number: 1994/003707/07), (“Primedia”) through its 702 radio station
on behalf of Redefine Properties Limited (Registration Number: 1999/018591/06),
(“Redefine”), (the “Promoter”).
This Competition runs on 702 with WhatsApp entries from (Friday Date TBC) to (Date TBC)
and an on-air winning moment on (Monday Date TBC) on The Breakfast Show with Bongani
Bingwa (the “Presenter”).
To participate in this Competition, listeners of 702 must send a WhatsApp voice note telling
702 why they see themselves in a spectacular location like Park Central. 702 will select, at its
sole discretion, the best two voice notes received from the entries submitted, which two voice
notes will be played on air. 702 will choose and announce a winner daily, at the sole discretion
and direction of the Presenter, from the entries received from (Mon-Fri Date TBC).
The daily winner is awarded with a R2 000 cash prize, as well as an exclusive viewing of Park
Central.
One winner will be chosen out of the daily winning entries by an independent auditor and
announced on the Friday during the Breakfast Show and will be awarded with the main prize
– a Penthouse Soiree for 10 people to the value of R50 000.
The Presenter’s and/or the judges’ decision is final, and no further correspondence will be
entered into.
The prize is not negotiable, not transferrable, and cannot be exchanged.
Primedia, 702 and Redefine will not be liable for entries not received for any reason
whatsoever, and will not be responsible for any cost for submitting any entry or any network
connectivity or hardware issues experienced while participating.
A participant will not be eligible to win this Competition if they have won a prize on any of
Primedia’s radio stations, namely Cape Talk, Kfm, 702 or 947 within the past 90 days, whether
on air, online or via any of the station’s social platforms.
If a winner chosen does not comply with these terms and conditions, their entry will be
disqualified, and a new winner will be randomly selected.
In the event that a winner cannot be successfully contacted, or is ineligible to accept the prize,
or contravenes the terms and conditions of this Competition or those of 702, the prize will be
forfeited.
Primedia will notify the winner telephonically when the prize is ready for delivery or collection,
based on the receipt of requested documentation (certified copy of ID and Proof of banking details).
Redefine and/or Primedia reserve the right to cancel or amend the Competition and these
terms and conditions without notice. Participants will be notified of any changes to the
Competition as soon as possible by the Promoter. No participant will have any claim against
Redefine and/or as a result.
The following persons will not be eligible to participate in the Competition:

a supplier of goods or services in connection with the Competition and/or Park Central;
any employee, director, member or partner of Redefine and/or Primedia or of any
group of companies of Redefine and/or Primedia; and
any person, directly or indirectly, who controls or is controlled by Redefine and/or
Primedia and/or immediate family members of any employee, director, member,
partner, agent or consultant of or person, indirectly or directly, in control of or
controlled by Redefine and/or Primedia.
By entering this Competition, a participant is indicating his/her agreement to be bound by
these terms and conditions. Redefine may invite the winner to appear in the electronic media
and/or the print media, and/or to endorse, promote or advertise Park Central, for which no
fee, royalty or other compensation will be payable. The winner may decline such an invitation.
Redefine will not share any participant’s or winner's information with any third parties without
that party's express permission.
Participants in the Competition are obliged to comply with all applicable laws.
If any part of these terms and conditions or the Competition or the participant's participation
in the Competition are subject to the Consumer Protection Act, No 68 of 2008 ("CPA") or the
Protection of Personal Information Act, No. 4 of 2013 ("POPI"), it is not intended that any
part of these terms and conditions contravenes any provision of the CPA or POPI. Therefore,
all provisions of these terms and conditions must be treated as being qualified, to the extent
necessary, to ensure that the provisions of the CPA and POPI are complied with.
To the maximum extent permissible in law, Redefine and/or Primedia shall neither be
responsible nor liable for any accident, injury, harm, death, loss or damages of whatsoever
nature, howsoever arising, as a result of a participant’s participation in the Competition,
unless Redefine and/or Primedia have acted fraudulently or with gross negligence.
These terms and conditions and the relationship between the participant and Redefine and/or
Primedia shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of South Africa.
For the duration of the Competition, a copy of these terms and conditions can be located, at
no cost, at www.parkcentral.co.za.
All queries can be sent to webmaster702@702.co.za.
All other standard Terms & Conditions apply.

